Caterpillar Summer
by Gillian McDunn

Published April 2nd 2019 by Bloomsbury Children's Books

Cat and her brother Chicken have always had a very special bond--Cat is one of the few people
who can keep Chicken happy. When he has a "meltdown" she's the one who scratches his back
and reads his favorite story. She's the one who knows what Chicken needs. Since their mom
has had to work double-hard to keep their family afloat after their father passed away, Cat has
been the glue holding her family together.
But even the strongest glue sometimes struggles to hold. When a summer trip doesn't go
according to plan, Cat and Chicken end up spending three weeks with grandparents they never knew. For the first
time in years, Cat has the opportunity to be a kid again, and the journey she takes shows that even the most broken
or strained relationships can be healed if people take the time to walk in one another's shoes.

Forever Neverland
by Susan Adrian
Published June 25th 2019 by Random House

What if Peter Pan wanted to take you to Neverland? Would you go?
A contemporary sequel to J. M. Barrie’s timeless classic Peter Pan, perfect for kids who
loved THE LAND OF STORIES and dream of going to Neverland.
Clover and Fergus are the great-great-grandchildren of Wendy Darling (yes, that Wendy).
And now Peter Pan wants to take them to Neverland for the adventure of their lives! But
Clover’s a little nervous–she’s supposed to look after her brother. Fergus is autistic, and not
everyone makes him feel welcome. What will happen to him in this magical world?
Fergus isn’t nervous at all. To him, Neverland seems like a dream come true! He’s tired of Clover’s constant
mothering and wants some independence, like Peter and the Lost Boys have. He wonders, Why can’t the real world
be more like Neverland?
Neverland is fun and free, but it’s also dangerous and even scary at times. There are unfamiliar creatures lurking in
the shadows and strange sounds coming from the waters. And then the mermaids start to go missing. . . .
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Song for a Whale
by Lynne Kelly

Published February 5th 2019 by Delacorte Press

The story of a deaf girl's connection to a whale whose song can't be heard by his species, and
the journey she takes to help him.
From fixing the class computer to repairing old radios, twelve-year-old Iris is a tech genius.
But she's the only deaf person in her school, so people often treat her like she's not very
smart. If you've ever felt like no one was listening to you, then you know how hard that can
be.
When she learns about Blue 55, a real whale who is unable to speak to other whales, Iris understands how he must
feel. Then she has an idea: she should invent a way to "sing" to him! But he's three thousand miles away. How will
she play her song for him?

Spark
by Sarah Beth Durst
Published May 14th 2019 by Clarion

When a shy girl and her dragon-like companion discover their country’s idyllic weather
comes at a steep—and secret—cost, they recruit fellow students to defy authority and
attempt to spread the truth.
Storm beasts and their guardians create perfect weather every day, and Mina longs for a
storm beast of her own. But when the gentle girl bonds with a lightning beast—a creature
of fire and chaos—everyone’s certain it’s a mistake. Everyone but Mina and the beast
himself, Pixit. Quickly enrolled in lightning school, Mina struggles to master a guardian’s
skills, and she discovers that her country's weather comes at a devastating cost—a cost
powerful people wish to hide. Mina’s never been the type to speak out, but someone has to tell the truth, and, with
Pixit’s help, she resolves to find a way to be heard.

The Problim Children
By Natalie Lloyd

Published February 6th 2018 by Katherine Tegen Books

When the Problim children’s ramshackle bungalow in the Swampy Woods goes kaboom,
the seven siblings and their pet pig have no choice but to move into their Grandpa’s
abandoned old mansion in Lost Cove. No problem! For the Problim children, every
problem is a gift.
Wendell and Thea—twins born two minutes apart on a Wednesday and a Thursday—see
the move as a chance to make new friends in time for their birthday cake smash. But the
neighbors find the Problims’ return problematic—what with Sal’s foggy garden full of
Wrangling Ivy, toddler Toot’s 365 stanktastic fart varieties, and Mona’s human catapult.
Truth be told, rumors are flying about the Problims! Rumors of a bitter feud, a treasure, and a certain kind of magic
lingering in the halls of #7 Main Street. And the neighbors will do anything to get their hands on those secrets—
including sending the Problim children to seven different homes on seven different continents!
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The Storm Keeper’s Island
By Catherine Doyle

Published July 1st 2018 by Bloomsbury Children's Books

When Fionn Boyle sets foot on Arranmore Island, it begins to stir beneath his feet ...
Once in a generation, Arranmore Island chooses a new Storm Keeper to wield its power and
keep its magic safe from enemies. The time has come for Fionn's grandfather, a secretive
and eccentric old man, to step down. Soon, a new Keeper will rise.
But, deep underground, someone has been waiting for Fionn. As the battle to become the
island's next champion rages, a more sinister magic is waking up, intent on rekindling an
ancient war.

The Strangers
By Margaret Peterson Haddix
Published April 2nd 2019 by Katherine Tegen Books

Told in alternating points of view from Chess, Emma, and Finn Greystone, Greystone
Secrets #1: The Strangers is the beginning of a new page-turning adventure that examines
assumptions about identity, family, and home, from the master of middle grade suspense.
What makes you you?
The Greystone kids thought they knew. Chess has always been the protector over his
younger siblings, Emma loves math, and Finn does what Finn does best—acting silly and
being adored. They’ve been a happy family, just the three of them and their mom.
But everything changes when reports of three kidnapped children—who share the same first and middle names,
ages, and exact birth dates as the Greystone kids—reach the Greystone family. This bizarre coincidence makes them
wonder: Who exactly are these strangers? Before Chess, Emma, and Finn can question their mom about it, she takes
off on a mysterious work trip. But puzzling clues left behind lead to complex codes, hidden rooms, and a dangerous
secret that will turn their world upside down.

